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And it shall come to pass in the last days, saith God, I will 
pour out of my Spirit upon all flesh: and your sons and your 
daughters shall prophesy, and your young men shall see 
visions, and your old men shall dream dreams: 
Acts 2:17 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Editors' Introduction 
 

 "Will you be a reader, a student merely, or a seer?"  
                        -Henry David Thoreau 
 

 The "ancient" BUDDHIST temple (Shitennō-ji), in 
actuality rebuilt countless times over countless centuries; towers 
fall; that which is POSSIBLE is not by nature inexhaustible; TIME 
itself had a beginning, and therefore an end. 
 
 With this FINAL ISSUE we pose the imperfect question: 
can the end be known to us in advance? Does nature speak to us in 
metaphor, using small things to stand in for the larger, looming just 
beyond the sun's next horizontal slumber? As the soothing rhythm 
of day melting into night continues on and on, we fight the urge to 
sleep every day we have existence in this lullaby of light and dark, 
of dove and crow. 
 
We Thank You All for the Too-Brief Wakeful Moments We Share, 
 
Brittany Ham & James Bradley 
Co-Editors 
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from SYMPHONY X (sequence of finalities) 
Ric Carfagna

I 

The eye is a stranger 
given to vertiginous movement 
through matter and emptiness 
through quantum geometries 
in plainer discord 
through particles in voids 
and shadowed breath 
in foreground light 
… 
“and we passed without seeing 
the fragmented face 
in the mirror’s glare” 
… 
averted eyes 
cast down 
across the pavement fray 
interring all manner 
of lateral drift 
all manner of the unconscious
equations 
laying dormant 
at the root 
of this existence 
the indecipherable 
moment (the illusion of time) 
waxing and waning 
on the threshold 
the blackness conceals 
the steel-spine foundation 
consumed in unquenchable fire 
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X 

Voices are sparse 
airy 
yet solid 
to the mind 
“perceiving” 
the thunder
of traffic 
through the window 
“or in dreams” 
the pale-eyed waif 
imitating life 
on a path 
through a garden 
where the wind 
is circuitous 
and a vase 
holds silk flowers 
“for the many 
who have lived 
and the many 
who have died” 
in a room 
of silenced tongues 
and the rusted breath of age 
and the dark 
machine’s sodden heart 
beating
in 
    its 
       shallow 
             depth 
                  of 
                       flesh 
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and 
   burning 
      down 
the walls 
which separate 
the vague limits 
given to pain 
and the insentient cries 
keeping 
darkness from light 
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XXXII 

And now a landscape
an unleavened plain 
in isolation 
echoes of years 
greyed behind 
a cloudy sun 
and a light passed 
from eyes 
in death 
… 
and now a doorway 
where atoms dissolve 
unseen by the mind 
and a anti-cellular god 
crossing a threshold 
moving from 
a transcendent essence 
to a distilled amoeba 
of decaying flesh 
… 
and a sea remains 
outside a window
a stone garden path 
and ivy tendrils 
hidden in subcutaneous silence 
moonlight falling 
in an empty room 
and a nail on an anvil 
rusted into brittle age 
bring the prescience 
of senility and death 
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LXIII 

Madman 
or vagrant 
or prophet 
“you with burrs in eyes” 
take comfort in another’s 
voided chambered heart 
in the doubt which forms 
an autonomic dross 
conceiving a faith 
from red roses 
dying on the vine 
from gilded angel wings 
painted on skyscraper spires 
and from vestigial tears 
of penitent revenants 
long dead 
and conjured from dust … 
… 
madman
or vagrant 
or prophet 
“you who knows” 
the singularity is 
masked in 
physical creation 
in the burning 
internal embers 
in the quantum wellspring 
leaking from stigmatic flesh 
… 
“and you who is” 
the observer 
of another’s eyes 
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“you see”  
this scoured expanse  
of plainer wastes  
“you see”  
this scroll  
of eschatological unfolding  
this splintering light 
which absorbs  
the dying atoms  
of the iron gnomon’s shadow  
“and you see”  
the enervated faces  
in a sanctuary  
abandoned by the pietistic  
dreams  
of the madman  
dreams  
of the vagrant  
and dreams  
of the prophet  
within  
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VISION OF AN END 
Omar ZahZah 
 

 Every tree the world over, except the fig tree, had 
turned onto its back, bleeding milk and honey. The ravens were at 
the tables—seven, three on either side, one in the center—or, 
rather, seated at the tables were men wearing the heads of ravens; 
when I entered the courtyard, all turned toward me. The table in 
the center was empty. 
 The sky wept and was the color of ash. 
 I turned my gaze from the tables to the gallows behind 
them, framed by the limbs and bodies of fig trees, its lower half 
basking in a blanket of felled figs, empty and inviting in this 
emptiness.  
 From its foot, the tangled Alruna, white and black, its 
death-imbuing odor intermixed with the sober calm of the morning 
air, convoluted umbilical cord of the Yadu’a, ever like men in all 
aspects: face, hands, body, feet, ever ready, hungering for my 
blood and flesh, and there stood I, devoid of any blade with which 
to sever their thread of life as mine was to be severed shortly. 
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A MAN WHO WAS DEAD
Omar ZahZah

A man who was dead was dreaming. In the dream he 
returned to his wife and children; it was a black night, the North 
wind was weeping, and he nearly scared his family to death 
because he had to beat the window with his fists to get their 
attention. 

Finally he convinced them to assemble, weeping and 
shivering, by the hearth, and he said: “I am the same age now as 
that at which I left. This is the age I will remain always. I work just 
as I did before I left, and will continue to do so.

“My home now looks just like this one. It sits by three 
rivers—one runs milk, one sour milk, and the last runs cream. 
Every morning I see a man, wearing only the mist of the early 
morning, shivering with cold and hunger. I do not help him.

“Every night I throw lavish feasts, and friends come 
from miles and miles away. And at every one of these feasts, I 
weep. My friends ask me why I weep, but they know: I weep 
because my family is no longer with me.

“And sometimes, my friends and I will leave the place 
of the feast, which is my house, to visit the cemetery. The living 
think they are so clever because they have graves for the dead, but 
the truth is the dead have graves for the living—from where else 
would the thought have come? 

“So, you see, dear ones, it follows that there would be 
graves for you. And there are. And on every occasion that the feast 
is left for the cemetery, I visit them. 

“I leave food upon each one, hoping, praying that it 
might be eaten by a crow. But no: it is, invariably, a dog. 

“A knot for a yoke, over three years undone, follows 
me, slipping through the dirt as a worm. I think that, one night, the 
grief of separation will convince me to let it reform itself about my 
throat. . . 

“But do you wonder, dear ones, what happens to the
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dead who die? Do they return to this world of yours to repeat the 
cycle anew? Do they sleep in the dirt, as the living are so intent on 
having them do? 

“Of course I don’t know the answer to any of these 
questions. But it won’t be too much longer before I learn them. 

“And, as it won’t be too much longer before the same 
opportunity is presented to each one of you, perhaps we will learn 
together, as we once did everything else some years before. . .” 
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ENCLOSURES
Matt Shears

She clambered onto a shaft of sunlight and beckoned the others. 
They climbed.  Her hair lifted behind her; amber, a flensing, an 
idea.  The sky, yes.  And shoreline.  

Outside the dream, some had turned back.  Their footsteps, a dirge. 
Away from silence for too long.  

Instead, she listened.  Instead, they listened.  An unending network 
of destruction.  

They lifted themselves above the field.  

*

Inside their bodies, alarms sounded.  They traveled the corridors of 
the  fabrication,  pulling  away sheets  of  their  own cells.   Down, 
down they traveled,  pressure building  in  their  ears,  building  up 
behind them.  
  
They came to a  pulsing indigo sea.   The shoreline,  a scrawl of 
names the waves pulled away.  Who had been here?  Where were 
they now?  

I must leave you, she said.  She leapt from the plane of light.  

*

Her body rose to meet her from the depths of the indigo sea.  In the 
inverted world, she breathed salt air, tasted saltwater.  Overhead, 
seabirds, flecks; perforations of the real.  Down, down, she dove, 
the seabirds rupturing the surface behind her.  
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They closed in, slowed, returned to the surface.

Below, she glimpsed the infinite city.  She sloughed off her ideas, 
abandoned  her  past,  discarded  her  selves  into  the  blackness, 
descended  toward  the  power  grid.   The  city  took  shape,  was 
obscured again  by pain.   She released  a  cry,  primal,  into those 
originary waters.  

She separated herself from the cry.  The vision returned.  

She descended.

*

In the antechambers of the heart, there is a tiny fluorescent fish. 
As it swims, it swims.  As it swims, it illuminates the walls, the 
sea.  

*

Overhead: clouds, obfuscations, enclosures of knowledge.  Time 
passes.  They watch her flit, a glimmer, in the indigo sea.  She does 
not emerge.  And the sea mirrors the sky, and the sky mirrors the 
sea.  

First,  one wails:   guttural,  unending,  mouth  seized  open,  sound 
bubbling  from  a  spring  long  buried.   Then  another.   The 
reverberating chorus of the stricken bursts open the beam of light.  

And they fall, the wailing ones.  

Shards of light fall around them, with them, extinguished in the 
sea.   And they cling to them on the surface, and the sea solidifies: 
a transparency,  infinite glass.  Tiny fluorescent fish are expelled 
from their mouths.  They flop underneath the threatening storm, 
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thump thump thumping, gasping, a code.  

And the storm kestrels feed. 

Their will shattered, the wailing ones drifted down into blackness, 
tasted salt, breathed saltwater, became the sea.  

Whitecaps  breaking above them.   Wind.  Reflections  of clouds. 
Transparencies.  

*

She felt  the birds arise into the air  around her.   They skimmed 
away,  ahead of  the oncoming storm.   And she flew with them, 
wings spread, through the sea spray, toward wakefulness.  

In  the  depths,  she  suspended  above  the  city,  watched  for  the 
fluorescent fish.  Silence, stillness. 

A flickering.  She swam.
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THE PAST
Matt Shears

As a traveler moves out onto a road, ravens inundate fences.  The 
milkwhite sky is a dream we sing.  Systems of inquiry have fallen 
into disrepair,  and rust  in imaginary fields.   Should the traveler 
assemble them?  When she presses forward, the diminishments.

Seagulls fill an impossible field.  She cannot stop for them.

She imagines that she is walking into the sunset of a particular day 
at a particular time.  This is always the case.  The world is always 
the case.

She speaks and words are emptied.  The sluice has been opened. 
One lives in danger of oneself.  One swirls the sudden water.  

So the articulate  inhabit  silence,  their  privations  microbes  of an 
unlimited discourse.  The forgotten ecosystems fall away.  She is a 
parasite of herself.  

She lives.

*

A traveler moves out onto a road, the repetitions a seduction of 
language.   She softens  into  her  tongue.   She becomes  her  own 
heartbeat.  She bares her skin.

When one speaks of trees, one does not speak of trees.  The trees, 
everywhere, an immensity.  The trees, everywhere, unreal.  

*

A traveler moves out onto a road, the wind lifting her hair slightly. 
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Carved into the  surrounding rock,  the beginning of  her  story is 
shrouded in high fog.  She reads:

“As the specimen becomes an observer of herself, she experiences 
the uncanny.  It will not matter which body contains the promise of 
self-knowledge.  She looks at herself and knows nature to be false. 
She looks at herself and knows her story to be false.  She inhabits 
her own death.”  

She sings.  
As she climbs, she sings.  

As she climbs, her story is transcribed below her, obscured by tree 
branches, pecked away by nesting birds.   She reads:

“The specimen understands herself by her capacity for narration. 
She is the story she tells to herself.  She is carving out the sentence 
in which she lives.  She is manifesting the rock-face upon which 
she climbs.  She must love her language, however incomplete.” 

The wind.  The night. 

*

A traveler moves out onto a milkwhite road.  She is song.  
She sings.  
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THE ARCHIPELAGO
Matt Shears

Once the divers enter, they become dreams.  She was a hand that 
had been used to extract truth.  She was an arm.  The beautiful and 
the impermanent are one.  And the fish.  And the islands.

If one hears a splash, one is not a diver.  

Statues watch from ancient pedestals.  Meaning repels.  

In the palace,  she uses an example that  involves a spider and a 
web.   One  is  represented  by  the  spider,  the  other  by  the  web. 
Later, the clouds drift in, obscuring the coastline.

There is a fable that contains all human fictions.  In the fable, one 
of the divers locates  an urn inside the azure waters.   The other 
divers are attracted to the first diver—and the urn—as though by 
magnetism.  The divers collide in their attempts to reach the urn.

When they arise,  breathe,  they are  other  than divers,  other  than 
dreams, other than fiction, other than themselves.  Several remain 
in the wavy ocean sand.  

When the divers dive again,  they become something else again, 
collide  again.   It  is  the  principle,  she  says  in  the  palace,  of 
discontinuity that perplexes you.  For example, a fly.  For example, 
a wild rose. 

When they arise,  they are  other  than divers,  other  than dreams; 
they are awakened.  Several remain in the wavy ocean sand.  Kelp 
brushes against their skin.  Their faces are beautiful.  Their hands 
and arms are beautiful.  

In the fable, the last diver is the first diver.  She descends.  In the
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palace, the princess and the prince hear a tremendous splash.  A 
spider descends into the azure water, into the urn, and begins to 
weave.  The last diver moves the beautiful arms aside, caresses the 
beautiful faces and reaches the glistening urn.  She pulls one strand 
of the fantastic web that has filled the inside of the urn.  She carries 
it to the surface.  It wraps around her body, a tendril, a cloud.  

The coastline is imaginary.   In the fable,  coastlines give way to 
coastlines,  an  archipelago  spreading  beyond  the  hand  of  the 
cartographer.   In the fable,  the diver,  a chrysalis,  washes up on 
shore.  

With dawn, the wind picks up.  One strand of her hair rises from 
her cheek and falls.  Rises and falls.  
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SENSATION POEM
Amy Trachtenberg
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THE UNIVERSE
Amy Trachtenberg
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STORM
Amy Trachtenberg

I stood in a corner drowsy
     the sky was straight stone

heavy black
There were a lot of people there
     strangers, one after another
     one of the Men came in
     boots like large black boats;
     : he had loved a girl,     fury.
He asked me how things
     were going with me
     The floor and the walls
     walked across the room.
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HALLUCINATION
James Bradley

Sleep, O blindfolded angel perched
O'er the piles of smoldering souls
Whilst throbbing, tireless stars doth shine
'Gainst the tribunal profane of

          Mammon, & Moloch, & Maya

Alas darling Petrus Romanus* !
Eternal & untimely Rome !
In all thine unparalleled grandeur
Of contagion—annihilation—

Staunch sister of God's joyful tears,
Acid agony blankets the 'sphere
The nations—ivory shafts of light
Through tender clouds defiance-pierced

Thy twain & starred breasts stand at odds— 
West heart-sick & swell'd; east sagging
A pale rose by the dewdrop pulled
All pilgrimage ceased, two is one

Fīnis.

______________________
*According to the "Prophecy of the Popes," attributed to the 12th century 
Archbishop of Armagh, Ireland, Saint Malachy, "Petrus Romanus" is the name 
of the final Roman Catholic pope whose pontificate will coincide with the 
destruction of Rome and the persecution of the church. Translated from the 
Latin, the prophecy states: "In the final persecution of the Holy Roman Church, 
there will sit Peter the Roman, who will pasture his sheep in many tribulations, 
and when these things are finished, the city of seven hills will be destroyed, and 
the dreadful judge will judge his people. The End."
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ANNUIT CŒPTIS
James Bradley

I
alone

have risen

from our bed of
the seasons without

allegiance to spring, fall
summer or winter; I am, in

many respects, more obstinate
than my dead father; & perhaps it

is this, among other things, which has
bound me to my loneliness; I arose in the

east as you had insisted but on the morning of
the phœnix, the morning we had awaited, indeed

actively sought to create for many hundreds of years,
each generation growing up more stubborn than the last,

you were gone & our bed of the seasons became my horizon.
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NOVUS ORDO SECLORUM
James Bradley

A
rising

awareness

cannot be seen,
alone, as adequate

rationale for the things
you have told me you have

seen, but chosen to dismiss as
too utterly plausible to be taken at

face value; for example, the moment
in which a fawn lowered its neck to drink

at a stream, & instead of a simple quenching
of thirst saw in the nexus of face and its reflection

a kiss, an affectionate gesture born of mutual need &
vulnerability, just as the hidden tiger made its claw'd leap;

you urged me to disbelieve my eyes for such implausibilities.
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from BOOK OF KINGS
Patrick Dunagan

      they          speak          of              you              they  

                   speak             for              you          they 

speak

                             of            you           they           speak       for

t   h   e      v   o   i   c   e   s

     

                              tin-eared      and    happy          lost    causes

                joined             by      art        or         broken           apart

                                           no           difference              all        start

                  grabbing        disappearing            manifestations

                                  chorus                  council                       cantor

                                                                    naming            things

     world          tree         map        structure

                 mere              gas             liquid            solid

                       oomph             behind          breath

                                                             of           air
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                 ruz-é    tavalod       khosh-bahkt      khosh-hâl

             morning               of                  birth               mist

      light           shining            through              Avajoon   

                     leap   year              skips              celebration       ahead 

           awake           catching    at          hazard’s          tail    onward

                                another           year              further

      to    create                   grow           living           full           aware

               whatever       comes         stays            leaves       welcome

  offering
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THE BIRTH OF THE SPECTRE
Brittany Ham

A Spectre born below Salvation’s sphere
was raised on Earth’s depraved and wrathful core,
and formed a legion from abandoned souls
who feed off lost perceptions, memories
and dreams that nourish  man’s unbounded mind. 
The sun has turned away, so not to feel
a moment stripped from blest eternity
decline into a void of virtue’s form.

The Spectre’s army tore a chasm deep  
between the ends of visionary breadth.
And they became like dust collected by
the wind, as if in search of solitude 
and quiet, contemplative thought with God
beyond their vaulted highs all torn apart.
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THE HORIZON TRAVERSED BY NIGHT
Brittany Ham

The Spectre flew above the cityscape 
along a starry curve, his figure black 
inside the distance fixed between the stars,
invisible against the placid sky. 
He barricades the upper spheres to pass
a gleaming grid of colored lights that he
considers flat and full of quaint demise,
as roaring lanterns veer aloft his course. 

The land flickers in dormant overgrowth
and drifts away when meeting water’s claim.
The calmer, rural hills that wish no part 
in losing nature’s pleasing shapes deflect
the Spectre’s silent pass. And they withdraw
into their humbled, wilted canopies. 
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‘I CAST A BROKEN SHELL INTO THE SEA’ 
Brittany Ham

I cast a broken shell into the sea
where sank this brooding Spectre’s amulet.   
The sea forsook its care, its vision lost 
below the ocean’s depths where Truth there lies.
I threw a ruptured spiral to decay
beside this pris’ner bound to meaning’s loss. 
She weeps below the Spectre’s dreary eye
as shadows animate her death in life.  

A journ’ing tempest alights the maelstrom
and pours its mercy on her vision’s threat. 
The sky and sea embrace inside the wind
and fated night restores her purest forms.
The tide returns within her lucid breast
and she absolves her vision’s awe-full plight. 
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THE SYMBOL, EMANATING AND INCARNATE 
Brittany Ham

Deception won the Spectre worldly reign
and caused the air to quiver till’ it ceased
to rush the rhythm placed inside its stream. 
The fields extending off the poles withheld
their dualist charge and equaled out to null. 
Their warm, protective hum has left the ground 
where morning doves entwine in later day.  
The golden hour has come and gone awry. 

The crow exposes green and violet tones
while perched above a parking sign. His chest
is fuller than his feathers lay, and I 
would pull the quills from out his wounded wing
because he was made for his opal black,
and not because of where he oft recurs. 
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HELEH  
Changming Yuan

While all my fellow humans hope to  
Enter heaven after they die, I am alone
Living in paradise already:

An earthly realm I have built myself
With the light from Lapland, where the setting sun
Shines with the morning glows above golden snow

The air from Shangri-la, where the yin
And yang are in pure and perfect balance with
Each other in every grass, every cloud

The water from Waterton Lakes, which
Reflect the mountain of trees as clearly
As the mountain reflects upon the clear water

That’s all my spirit needs, not the fragments 
Of the meaning about Eden long lost
But the whole backyard within my solitary heart
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UNTITLED
Simon Perchik

*
You walk clinging to streams
from when the Earth was shattered 
still gathers up the rocks broken off

for light where a sky should be
help the lost find their way home
and though her grave was left behind

you come here to start a fire by naming it
slowly after the tree that widened, became a sea
and every night washes over this stone

guiding it back as a singing –each leaf
already the warm breeze that reaches up
no longer smoke from arms and distances.
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UNTITLED
Simon Perchik

*
You glance the way fishermen aim
then cast their nets and though the camera 
will struggle it’s the sea that needs

mending :another chance
at how much longer in the embrace
corners will form for a photograph

already in fear –nothing moves 
where what will come and what not
makes you feel for glass, want to be seen.
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UNTITLED
Simon Perchik

*
All but the splash is thickening
half as marrow, half
feathers and long ago seas

share this pot with bones
dropped end over end
though they stay, are growing wings

the way mourners are overcome
by turbulence, lean into each other 
–it’s a dark kitchen, barely room

for the talons that will stretch
are already flying side by side
as smoke reaching around the silence

all afternoon carrying the dead
though finally every bone becomes too heavy
from nothing inside but shoreline. 
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361 TWONE MORE } 
THE 19th DUET CETERA / the 10th = 1
Michael Peters
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COMPASS 
George J. Farrah

Proof enough 
dry vision 
through a single sniff 

or not enough 
he aches 
and crawls to it 

the voice of the bench 
the beach 
the garden fall 
the plastic tipped harpoon 

my voice 
are throats 
all hidden 

the bare underarm 
a carriage a car 
a blinking 

a dream 
in the ear 
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CURVE
George J. Farrah

The smoodging degree of beautiful bankers
moonface 

delinquents 
     unknown 

their children 
the plan

A wonder of waves exfoliate near the lake bank

a trench of tents old teachers scan the grass

and lift frames like doors slowly as one by one

    the crows fly through

white earmuffs blue puffed coats

wayward     shrinking     hands

              in them
craving     fire           closed

 eyeing the  lapse    traffic   water 
 old

all   the   tall  trees  bending  the barrier
 
  branches      roads       shoulders    backs

   waiting for      the  shameless movement
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OF KAFKA
Robert M. Detman

Maybe you’ll always need in your head, behind your thick 
carapace: the urgency of their seeing your tentacles and mandibles, 
your unholy head poking from dim back rooms. When you were 
fourteen, this was encoded like an illicit tattoo, marching orders, 
they led you into sanguine deserts where you hadn’t enough 
protective eyewear. You might as well have been lying on your 
hard back, angry pincers flailing away at the godless heavens. 
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from LIFTED POEMS
Karen Van Dyck

The Refugees

He also thought that perhaps
there was a natural progression
for people like himself
who had grown up
amidst too much physical intimacy
houses too small, settees too narrow
bedrooms too full, kisses (like his grandparents’)
too brutal and forceful, from this world
they could only wish to grow apart
into the thinner air of non-touching
into larger rooms and spaces

And having reached this clear
empty space, they would wish once more
to find touching, to find intimacy and contact
And it would no longer be possible
the world of touch would be lost forever
and they, the refugees, the sensitive ones
who had found the noises and the pushing unendurable
and had fought their way out on to a clear drawing-room carpet
would eye each other across the spaces, isolated, marooned
unable to approach or touch, or share a bodily warmth
having lost forever this capacity

(from Margaret Drabble’s The Needle’s Eye)
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The Lyric I

It is clear enough in the example
‘She was there yesterday’
that the subject of the enounced (she)
and the subject of enunciation (the person uttering these words)
are not the same. What is crucial, however,
is that they can never be the same,
even when someone is talking about himself,
when I am talking about myself.

(from Anthony Easthope’s Poetry and the Politics of Reading)
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L

I saw then that the unusually forlorn
and stunted look of the house was partly due
to the loss of what is known in New England as the L
that long deep-roofed adjunct built at right angles to the main 
house
connecting it by way of store-rooms and tool-house
with the wood-shed and cow barn
Whether because of its symbolic sense
the image it presents of a life linked with the soil
and enclosing in itself the chief source of warmth and nourishment
or whether merely because of the consolatory thought
that it enables dwellers in that harsh climate
to get to their morning’s work without facing the weather
it is certain that the L rather than the house itself
seems to be the center, the actual hearthstone of the New England 
farm
Perhaps this connection of ideas which had often occurred to me
in my rambles about Starkfield caused me to hear a wistful note
in Frome’s words and to see in the diminished dwelling
the image of his own shrunken body

(from Edith Wharton’s Ethan Frome)
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Walking

Every day I walk myself into a state of well-being
and walk away from every illness.
I have walked myself into my best thoughts
and I know of no thought so burdensome
one cannot walk away from it.

(from Soren Kierkegaard’s letter to a friend)
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